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Motivation

Seismic imaging, used in energy exploration, is arguably the most compute and
data intensive application in the private sector. The bulk of the computational
cost relates to simulating the propagation of waves through the subsurface. The
conventional approach to writing optimised code for these applications would
involve multiple man-years of effort that would need to be repeated every time
a new development needs to be factored in – like using the elastic wave equa-
tion instead of the acoustic equation, or to incorporate some hardware specific
optimisation like cache-blocking or auto-tuning.

Computer architectures are rapidly evolving and diversifying to continue deliv-
ering performance increases within tight energy envelopes. These changes offer
opportunities — but also demand disruptive software changes to harness the full
hardware potential. There have been multiple explorations into this problem of
achieving performance portability across diverse, rapidly evolving architectures
while maintaining a common code-base. This is usually solved by building code
optimisation tools. An important question to be addressed while designing these
tools is the abstraction level at which the application developer interacts with the
tool. In the case of a code-to-code translation, for example, a large majority of
the implementation details that could be used for optimisation are already frozen
as implicit assumptions in code. Therefore it becomes imperative to have the
application developer write as less code as possible - so that the rest of the code
can be customised to a particular hardware platform.

Here we propose DeVito as a solution to this problem. DeVito leverages domain-
specific languages (DSL), code generation and Just-In-Time(JIT) compilation to
delay the code generation until the properties of the target platform are known.
At the highest level of abstraction application developers define the operations
to be performed in symbolic math, while at the lower levels Devito generates
native code that is highly optimised to one of several available target platforms.
This effectively decouples the domain knowledge – that is expressed as high
level symbolic math to be more intuitive to domain experts, from the platform
specific optimisations that code-tuning experts can focus on. DeVito’s significant
advantage over other tools that take a similar approach is the fact that it can
easily be integrated into a larger workflow involving complex programs running
on multiple nodes of a cluster.

Full Waveform Inversion

•Given a sound source, an array of hydrophones, and a model for wave
propagation, use a wiggle for wiggle comparison to infer the structure of the
subsurface.

•The Subsurface velocity image is built up in an iterative process by running
the wave propagation model forwards and backwards, in order to minimise the
difference between the results measured at the hydrophones and the simulated
data.

•The dominant computational expense here is running the wave propagation
model iteratively for each set of data.

•The wavefield(s) to be propagated can easily reach Petabytes in memory.
•A major bottleneck in the development of more complex FWI models is the
fact that writing code optimised for performance gets error-prone as the wave
propagation model is made with increasingly detailed representation of the
physical properties of the earth.

Opportunities & challenges
•Regular grids with finite difference is the standard of the O&G industry.

• Higher order methods can achieve greater accuracy at lower cost:
• Coarser resolution (fewer grid points).
• Larger time step.
• Easier to write compute bound code–thereby increasing the maximum attainable performance.

• Implementation complexity!
• Implementing higher order methods is much more involved and error prone.

•Hardware continues to track Moore’s Law.
•Software to utilise this additional capacity is getting increasingly complex
to write.
• Various parallel programming models (MPI, threads, etc.)
• Deep memory hierarchy, data locality.
• SIMD vectorisation.
• Heterogeneous computing Intel® Xeon®, Intel® Xeon Phi™.

• Increasingly difficult for domain specialists to implement HPC software.
•Domain Specific Languages (DSL’s) offer a route to bridge the divide
between domain specialists (often the application developers) and parallel
programming specialists (in this case compiler writers).

Architectural layout
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Inversion algorithm (High level language such as Python, Apache Spark)
Nonlinear gradient-based optimization methods; compressive sensing (randomised sparse sampling)

Forward models written using DSL:
2D/3D; acoustic/elastic wave equation;

isotropic/anisotropic elastic modulii; and time domain
Backward/adjoint model (Code generation)

Gradient&Hessian operators (Code generation) Reference implementation of kernels (Fortran, C, etc.)

Stencil DSL for finite difference (DeVito) Iterative solvers and optimisation (PETSc/TAO)

UFL for finite element (Firedrake) Seismic data I/O

Platform specific data layouts and task scheduling;
code generation for MPI with OpenMP or OpenCL

Anisotropic adaptive meshes

Platform tuned kernels; autotuning frameworks MPI, OpenMP, OpenCL

x86 64, Intel Phi, GPGPU etc. Future architecture
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Finite difference using symbolic mathematics and code generation

•SymPy - the symbolic math library in Python.
• Define the governing equations using mathematical symbols as a DSL.
• Automatically derive computational kernel from governing equations.

•Devito code generation
• The generated C code is highly bespoke to the chosen architecture
• Since the data is known at code generation time, the generated code can harness the
properties of the data set.

DeVito Data Objects
TimeData(’u’, shape=())
DenseData(’m’, shape=())

Stencil Equation
eqn = m ∗ u.dt2 − u.laplace

DeVito Operator
Operator(eqn)

DeVito Propagator

DeVito Compiler
GCC — Clang — Intel — Xeon Phi

Act as symbols in expression
+

numpy arrays

Expands to symbolic kernel (finite-difference)

Transforms stencil in indexed format

Autogenerates C code

Compiles and loads Platform
specific executable function

User Input

•Only changing parameters at symbolic level without directly modifying source
code.
• Parameter/scheme autotuning.

•Separate mathematics from implementation.
• Generate multiple implementations in different stencil languages from same math
specification.

• Only need a new backend driver to support a new architecture.
•Automatic Cache Blocking/Tiling at the flick of a switch
•Auto-tuning of cache block sizes
•Support for mmap for spilling large variables to disk

Initial tests using acoustic wave equation
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Figure: Roofline Model for Acoustic Isotropic Wave Equation on Intel® Xeon®.
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Figure: Roofline Model for Acoustic Isotropic Wave Equation on Intel® Xeon Phi™.

Future work

•Profile code using more optimisations.
•Try to get closer to the roofline.
•Optimise the backend compiler for different hardware platforms including
Intel® Xeon Phi™ Knightslanding.

• Implement more examples of standard PDEs.

Links

•OPESCI – http://opesci.github.io (Intel PCC project)
•DeVito - https://github.com/opesci/devito
•AMCG – http://amcg.ese.ic.ac.uk
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